AGE GROUP DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
APPROVED MINUTES
DATE: JULY 11, 2023

CALL TO ORDER 12:19PM ET

MAY MINUTES - MSA
JUNE MINUTES - MSA

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Liz Kershaw Committee Chair
Olga Espinosa Coach [Rep to SRDC] (Not Present)
Tristan Formon Coach [Rep to DEI]
Kevin Milak Coach
Alexis Mendenhall Coach (Not Present)
John Nelson Coach (Not Present)
David Orr Coach
Mona Nyheim Canales Coach
Cammile Adams Athlete
Topher Bishop Athlete (Not Present)

JP Vanderloo Athlete (Not Present)
McKayla Kendall Athlete (Not Present)
Paul Donovan [SRDC Rep to AGDC] (Not Present)
Michael Lawerance [CAC Rep to AGDC] (Not Present)
Dana Skelton Staff (Not Present)
Mariah Carnahan Staff
Terry Jones Staff

GUESTS
Tim Husson

MISSION STATEMENT
To plan for the needs of the Age Group level of our sport. To generate, evaluate, and communicate ideas, which will assist USA Swimming in planning and developing quality age group swimming programs

UPDATE FROM DEI, SRDC AND/OR CAC
SRDC: No report
DEI: No report
CAC: No report

SMALL GROUP – UPDATE
SATS (Semi Automatic Timing Systems): Kevin/Tristan - One collaborative information gathering Zoom yesterday, another at 1pm today. With differing opportunities afforded by SATS, there are some additional challenges associated with SATS. Some generalized discussion around sanctioned v developmental (non-sanctioned) times in SWIMS.

HOW TO USE DCC EFFECTIVELY: Liz reported 7 different recommendations on how to incorporate DCCs into existing meets etc. Other small groups still working on initial meetings, most are overwhelmed with upcoming their respective Championship seasons.

UPDATE ON ABM TIMING
Liz reported that the timing of the ABM was pushed back.

OPEN FLOOR
Nothing to discuss

TENTATIVE MEETING SCHEDULE – LIZ
No meeting in August
Tentatively
September 12th 12:00pm, October 10th 12:00pm, November 14th 12:00pm

ADJOURNMENT: 12:30 PM ET MSA